YOU HAVE MANY REASONS TO UPGRADE YOUR KING AIR.

- **24%** Increase in available horsepower
- **60%** Increase in climb rate
- **332+ KTAS** Maximum cruise speed
AND FOR A LIMITED TIME, WE’LL GIVE YOU

100,000 MORE.

Now through July 31, 2019, we’ll pay the first $100,000 of your upgrade.

That’s in addition to crediting you $70 per hour per engine for unused hours up to the 3,600-hour TBO on your stock engines.

Call us to learn more and get in on this limited time opportunity.

(844) 985 4726

...or visit us online at blackhawk.aero/upgrades
XP67A ENGINE+ UPGRADE
KING AIR 300/350

• Two Factory-New Pratt & Whitney Canada (P&WC) PT6A-67A Engines (Exchange)
• P&WC Enhanced New-Engine Warranty 2,500 hours/5 years with prorated coverage to the 3,600-hour TBO
• King Air 350: Two Factory-New 5-Blade Natural Composite MT Propellers with Spinners (Exchange)
• King Air 300: Two Factory New 5-blade Hartzell Composite Propellers with Spinners (Exchange)
• Installation Kit with Hardware, STC Documentation and Flight Manual Supplement
• P&WC PT6 Line Maintenance Entitlement Training
• Blackhawk Lifetime Customer Support Guarantee
• Two-Year Subscription for P&WC Engine Maintenance/Parts Manuals
“These engines make it a whole new airplane— it’s more like a rocket ship.”

—Matthew Miller, Chief Pilot